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AIRGLE AG600
ORAL AEROSOL VACUUM

Ultra quiet (low noise level of 
33 dB on its lowest setting)

Portable, lightweight 
110 volt, plug & play

ETL Certified

The Airgle AG600 Oral Aerosol Vacuum captures dental aerosols 
at-source, helping eliminate dangerous bacteria and viruses 
before they can migrate into your breathing space.

Features:
•  Cleanroom grade HEPA filtration (99.999% efficiency for  
    particles greater than 0.3 microns)
•  Adjustable 5 ft. aluminum extraction arm for easy positioning
•  Auto / Manual Operation modes
•  Remote Control included
•  Intelligent Filter Life Monitor so you'll know when to 
    replace filters
•  Compact for easy maneuvering: Dimensions: 21" (H) x 15"  
    (W) x 16" (D)

The Airgle AG600 Oral Aerosol Vacuum safely removes particles 
including bacteria, virus, dust and more, down to 0.003 microns 
with an efficiency rating of 99.999%.

The human mouth typically contains over 700 species of bacteria 
which can linger in the air for up to 30 minutes when aerosolized. 
Failure to effectively capture these dangerous aerosols can easily 
expose a new patient to infectious strains of bacteria left behind 
from a previous patient.

While protective equipment such as gloves, goggles and masks 
offer a certain level of protection, an air filtration system which 
captures dangerous dental aerosols at-source is the most effective 
means of protecting dental professionals and patients.
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The Airgle AG600 features 25 square feet of premium cHEPA filtration along with 3.5 pounds of specially blended activated 
coconut shell carbon & Potassium Hydroxide / Potassium Iodide.

The Titanium PRO UV module safely breaks down harmful chemicals and odors, while effectively killing bacteria and virus 
pollutants as small as 0.003 microns in size. It's time for peace of mind - don't sacrifice your well being with a sub-standard 
air cleaner. Enjoy the true benefits of clean, healthy air.

How the Airgle AG600 Oral Aerosol Vacuum Cleaners works
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